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The study evaluates the performances of the Ni/Al2O3-SiO2 base catalysts prepared by impregnation technique
by catalytic hydrogenation of CO2 to methane on temperature range of 350-550oC under atmospheric
pressure. We take into account the important parameters namely reaction temperature, H2/CO2 molar ratio.
Targeting a very high conversion rate of CO2 and almost total methane selectivity at up to 400oC catalysts
like Ni/Al2O3-SiO2 were proposed. The performances of these catalysts were analysed by table Curve software.
The mathematical model corresponding to the characteristic equation provides a good arrangement of the
experimental points on the responding surface, simplicity of the characteristic equation and a good
determination coefficient that is near unity.
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The catalytic hydrogenation of CO2 to methane is of great
interest in the scientific world due to the opportunity
regarding residual CO2 utilization as a possible source of
energy. In literature there are many papers about catalytical
CO2 hydrogenation to methane [1-9]. Thus, nickel and
ruthenium based catalysts catalyse exclusively
hydrogenation of CO2 to methane, while the Pd, Pt, Rh, Mo,
Re, Cu, Ag and Au catalyse other reactions too [10]. Also,
there are other catalysts with different metals support that
are important for the hydrogenation of CO2 to methane.
The support plays an important role on the active site
dispersion, activity and stability [11]. Typical supports
include silica [12], aluminium oxide [13], lanthanum oxide
[14], and composite supports [4], MCM-41 [11], etc.
However the nickel based catalysts are the most common
studied because of their high activity and low price. In our
previous work, Ni-based catalysts supported on aluminasilica was successfully synthesized and tested in a typical
hydrogenation reaction [15].
The studies of literature on numerical approach show
that mathematical statistics used improve performance,
efficiency and quality manufacturing processes [16] as
well as the performance of various catalysts [17,18]. One
of the methods based on mathematical statistics is Table
Curve software which arranges the experimental data in
three-dimensional space. This software is able to make a
quick graphical and numerical analysis providing the
dependency relations between physical quantities that
characterize the experimental data obtained, thus
providing a mathematical model for the study. The
complexity of the software needed to establish use ideal
approximation equations and uses around 36,000
approximation procedures which have different equations.
There are only few papers which report the numerical
analysis in the hydrogenation process of carbon dioxide
and from author’s knowledge are no studies over nickel
base catalysts [19].
Starting from the above considerations the present study
is aimed to develop a mathematical model using Table
Curve software in order to highlight the performances of
the Ni based catalysts prepared by impregnation as in the
previous paper [15] and applied in the process of the CO2
conversion for methane production [20].

Experimental part
The catalytic conversion procedure and the
characteristics of the Ni based catalysts prepared by
impregnation were presented in the previous paper [15].
All reactions were carried out in a laboratory-scale, using
a continuous-flow stainless steel micro reactor (PID
Eng&Tech-Microactivity-Reference) system using a tubular
reactor specially placed in a cylindrical conventional tubular
furnace equipped with an electrical heater operated at
atmospheric pressure and fully monitored by computer.
The methanation reactions were performed under
atmospheric pressure in the temperature range of 300500oC. The catalysts were activated prior the reaction by
heating at 450oC reaction temperature in 5% H2/Ar, under
30 mL/min H2, for a period of 4 h and then the reactor was
heated to the working temperature. CO2 and H2 were
continuously fed into reactor together with argon. Mass
flow controllers (ALICAT Scientific model) were used to
control the flow rates of the feed gases in known
proportions prior to reaction. The compositions of the feed
gases were varied by changing the molar ratio of CO2:H2
between 1:4 and 1:8, while the total flow rate was
maintained at a constant 50 mL min-1. The composition of
the gaseous phase was measured and continuously
monitored by a Hiden HAL VII quadrupole mass
spectrometer. Quantitative calibration of H2, CH4 and CO2
compositions was made based on registered partial
pressures signals and using standard calibration gas
mixtures. Conversions of carbon dioxide and selectivity to
methane are defined with the eqs. (1) and (2):
(1)

(2)

where:
QCO2_inlet and QCO2_outlet are the molar flow rates of
CO2 (mol s-1) at the inlet and the outlet, respectively.
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Fig. 1. The catalytic
performances of the
Ni/Al2O3-SiO2 catalysts in
hydrogenation reaction.
a). Conversion of the CO2;
b). Selectivity to methane.
The reaction conditions:
GHSV=12000 h-1, CO2:H2
molar ratio=1:6.

Table 1
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
CATALYSTS OBTAINED BY
IMPREGNATION

a

determined by the BET equation; bBJH desorption pore volume ; ccalculated from NiO (200) plane
using Scherrer equation from XRD

Results and discussions
The catalytic performance of Ni/Al2O3-SiO2 materials
was evaluated in the gaseous phase hydrogenation of CO2.
In figure 1 (a, b) are presented the performances of these
catalysts in CO2 conversion and CH4 selectivity [20].
In table 1 is presented the characteristics of the catalysts
obtained by impregnation [20].
As key results of this work, an almost total conversion
and high CH4 selectivity (close to 100%) were achieved at
400oC on the Ni/Al2O3-SiO2 III catalyst, containing 18% wt.
Ni. Additionally, the high activity of Ni/alumina-silica was
correlated. This led to the high Ni dispersion on the surface
of support. According to the literature, high catalytic
performances in the hydrogenation reaction can be
achieved balancing the interaction effect between metalsupport. This means that different catalytic characteristics
produce variable performances in regard to the selectivity
and conversion. By virtue of present study, one of the
potential candidates for a new support for Ni base catalysts
is proposed alumina-silica, due to combination effect of
their distinctive proprieties such as ordered porous
structure, nanosize, adequate surface area, large pore
volume and well defined pore size, imperative in sustaining
of the intrinsic support proprieties. Further, the catalyst with
the best performances in the methanation process, namely
Ni/Al 2O3-SiO2 III was investigated in different reaction
conditions to provide a comprehensive observation in the
present study.
The temperature has a significant effect on the CO2
conversion (fig. 2).
Fig. 2.
Conversions of
CO2 as a
function of
temperature
and various
CO2/H2 molar
ratios,
GHSV=12.000 h-1
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The conversion was very low (8%, too slow to be
practical) at temperatures below 300oC. When we used
higher reaction temperatures, the conversion increased
continuously, indicating an obvious behaviour, but CO
formation drops over 450ÚC and by-products appear. Higher
reaction temperatures over 450oC decrease the formation
of CH4 in hydrogenation, known as exothermic reaction.
The optimal condition for this type of reaction seems to be
between 400 and 430oC, because in this range, methane
is the unique hydrocarbon molecule formed, consequently
the selectivity is almost 100%. These results in terms of
selectivity and conversion are the highest values yet
reported on Ni base catalysts tested in similar reaction
conditions.
In literature there are studies focused on the
methanation of CO2 under proper stoichiometric conditions
(H2:CO2=4:1). Only few studies dealt with reaction with a
high excess of hydrogen and no one was varying reactants
ratios over prepared Ni/Al2O3-SiO2. The effect of CO2/H2
molar ratios at different temperatures is examined in range
1:3.6 to 1:8.0. The CO 2 conversions are growing
continuously with the rise of H2/CO2 molar ratio, the rise
being faster between 350-400oC. The likely reason is that
the higher H2/CO2 molar ratio shift equilibrium from CO
(detected in ppm range) to CO2. CO is more reactive and
leads to product loss by transforming into CH 4. It is
emphasized that the CO 2 conversion increase with
increasing H2/CO2 ratio, without distinction of what the
reaction temperature is. This substantiates mechanisms
were evaluated in recent publications [21]. Mathematical
modelling performed with Table Curve 3D program was
employed in order to describe the methanation of CO2, by
following steps:
- introduction of experimental data;
- graphical representation of the furnished data;
- choosing of the best mathematical model on the basis
of the responding surface by taking into account the best
arrangement of the experimental data on the plot, the
simplicity of the characteristic mathematical equation and
the determination coefficient (r2) as close as possible to
unit.
The determined coefficient represents the ratio between
the spreading degree of the experimental points around
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Table 2
THE EQUATIONS CORRESPONDING TO THE MATHEMATICAL MODELS MAKING EVIDENT THE METHANATION
PROCESS PERFORMANCES.

Fig. 3. 3D view-response plot showing the effect of molar ratio and
temperature on CO2 conversion

the plot of the regression equation and the spreading
degree of the same points relative to the arithmetic mean
of the own ordinates. Apart from this, a regression function
is considered to approximate the best the set of the
experimental points when the regression coefficient is as
close as possible to the unity.
By taking the above mentioned criteria into account,
the number of equations in table 2 decreases very much
and the equation corresponding to the best mathematical
model is finally obtained. The following symbols were used
in the mathematical model:
- in case of the total conversion of CO2: x-molar ratio
(R); y- temperature (T) [oC]; z- total conversion of CO2 (C)
[%].
- in case of selectivity for methane: x-molar ratio (R); ytemperature (T) [oC]; z- selectivity for methane (S) [%].
By processing the obtained experimental data the table
Curve software gives a set of equations for the total
conversion and for selectivity as a relationship between
the experimental results and the values calculated by the
equations. After a careful selection and taking the
determination coefficient values, simplicity of the equations
and the good arrangement of the experimental points of
the response surface were taked into account for the
equations in order to obtain all performance criterions. The
mathematical model was developed on the basis of these
equations given in table 2.
In all of above, the x variable refers to the mass ratio and
y variable represents the reaction temperature in which
the prepared catalysts were tested. The significance of
each coefficient was determined by t-test and p-values.
The larger the magnitude of the t-value and the smaller the
p-value, the more significant is the corresponding
coefficient. This implied that the factor most significant.
This implied that the factor most significant. Coefficients
of the model given by the software and ANOVA for response
surface fit to the experimental results are presented at the
end of this paper in Appendix section.
The results of the response surface fitting in the form of
analysis of variables are shown and converge with a very
high significance for the regression model. The value for
the determination coefficient (r2) verifies the suitable fit of
the model, thus indicating a discrepancy of 0.02% for total
130

Fig. 4. 3D view-response plot showing the effect of molar ratio and
reaction temperature on methane selectivity

variation, which is normally accepted range of the
experimental error. The value of the adjusted determination
coefficient (adjusted r2) is also very high indicates a high
significance for the model. Figure 3, 4 illustrated 3-D view
of the predicted values obtained by the software.
The relationships between actual values and predicted
and calculated values of conversion and selectivity are
presented. The large r2 values were evidences for the good
relationship which proved that there was no remarkable
variation between the experimental and estimated values
for performances criterion. All the estimated values were
close to each other and showed small variations with the
experimental values. The best fit model was proposed by
the largest R-square value.
Mathematical models show common characteristics
due to the very good placing of the experimental points on
the response surfaces and to the determination coefficient
close to unity but differing in the shape of the response
surface and the equation of the model.
Conclusions
The remarkable values for selectivity (more than 99.8%)
were obtained at an unprecedented almost total conversion
under moderate hydrogenation conditions from the
perspective of methane synthesis, offering without doubt
competitive costs for CH 4 obtaining as fuel. The
experimental results justify the opportunity and possibility
of using Ni/Al2O3-SiO2 catalyst for CH4 synthesis, due to a
high easily obtained conversion in a process appearing as
a useful procedure for CO2 turning to account. For this
reason, the tested catalysts could have potential
applications in CO2 conversion. The performances of the
nickel based catalysts have been highlighted by a
numerical computation developed using the Table Curve
software. The characteristic equation of the developed
mathematical model describes the dependence of the
mass ratio on every performance criterion and on the
process temperature. The analysis between the
experimental results and the values calculated by the
equations, resulted in various performance adjustments
such as molar ratio in terms of process temperature, and
had large r-square value meaning that there was no
remarkable variation in the actual and calculated values.
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Models given by the software and the equations derived in this study gave close estimated values to the experimental
results. The best fit model was proposed by the software which possessed the largest r-square value.
APPENDIX section
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